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After all, news was just news, and it would die down after a few days. By then,
everyone was distracted by other news, and the gender controversy about Taylor
was slowly forgotten. Everyone began to focus on his upcoming movie.

When he had offended the Mitchells previously, they banned his movie and
delayed its screening in the theater, but now that the Mitchells were busy
handling their inner family problems, Michael’s new movie was finally screened
as scheduled.

Meanwhile, Justin’s face had finally recovered, and he was cleared to remove the
stitches.

The day the stitches were removed, Sophia rushed over hurriedly with Nathan to
witness the miraculous moment.

Sophia had only seen pictures of Justin from 7 years ago, and the explosion that
was planned by Phantom Wolf had completely destroyed his face. She wasn’t
sure whether the hospital could manage to restore his face.

This hospital was known as the top plastic surgery hospital in the world, and
there was none other like it.

Everyone held their breath as circles of gauze were slowly removed from Justin’s
face.



As a sharp angular face appeared in front of Sophia, who widened her eyes in
surprise. On his face was a pair of gleaming eyes, a tall nose bridge, and thin red
lips; his features had a tinge of Western features mixed with Oriental charm.

This is… Justin?

He was not much different from what Sophia saw in the photo.

His skin was destroyed in the explosion, but his features were still well
preserved. After the skin implant surgery, the results turned out so good that it
was impossible to imagine how hideous his face was before.

Nathan stared in amazement at his father with wide eyes.

Justin was very satisfied with his new face as he happily rushed over to hug his
family, looking very happy.

Now the family of 3 was finally reunited. Since Justin and Celine were still in the
process of recovering, they continued living in the hospital with Nathan visiting
them on both sides.

Just then, Justin faced a new problem, which was to give his wife and child a
normal life.

Returning to the Mitchell Family was impossible as he had just escaped that fire
pit and had finally cut off all ties with them. Hence, he would not easily go back to
the Mitchells, and even until now, the news of Celine and Justin’s return were still
hidden from the Mitchell Family.

But they would need to be prepared for when the Mitchells found out about it.



Since he was back, he wanted his family to live proudly and would not allow them
to live in hiding. At the moment, Justin was working under Michael and was
receiving a generous salary that was enough to sustain his small little family.
Even though the money from Michael was more than enough to provide for his
family, Justin thought that, as a man, supporting his family was his sole duty, and
he shouldn’t rely on his wife’s family for support; he must contribute to it too.

While Justin was busy trying to provide for his family, he realized with utter
despair that Celine was back to her flirtatious, suave ways again.

The two siblings were born as walking aphrodisiacs. When the younger brother
went into the entertainment industry, he had charmed all the girls in Cethos. But
his sister was even worse—for the last 30 years, her specialty was turning girls
gay for her! She was already behaving immodestly during her time serving in the
army, and that woman was more skilled than most men at picking up girls.

The most skilled person to pick up a girl had to be a girl as well, and if this girl
had a face that was more handsome than a guy, then they would possess
insurmountable power.

During these last few days, Sophia had been frequently visiting Celine to ask her
guidance in sharpening her fighting skills. If the unbeatable fighter, Celine, was
willing to teach her a few moves, she would be able to use it for the rest of her
life.

Since Celine seemed quite free, Harry also urged Sarah to follow Sophia and
learn a few fighting tips from Celine. Sarah had a timid nature, so she was often
bullied by her stepmother. He wanted her to be more strong and fierce, so that
sooner or later, this little kitten of his would become a big tiger.

As Sophia and Sarah went to see Celine everyday, after a while, the three of
them had become quite close to each other.

They were often spotted with their arms around each other, whispering and
giggling, with Celine hugging them both in her arms.



It was only then that Michael and Harry smacked their heads—Oh, no! We have
just the sheeps straight into the tiger’s mouth!

Celine had been ‘dead’ for 7 years, and 7 years was such a long period that they
had almost forgotten her true nature.

She was actually a playboy without the necessary tools!

Michael had thought his flirting skills were quite good; that was why Sophia had
fallen head over heels for him. But he was still inexperienced compared to
Celine!

Back then, Old Master Fletcher knew that ordinary men wouldn’t be able to
control Celine, so he sent out his beloved godson, Cooper, to step in. Firstly, he
wanted to steal the Mitchell Family’s powerful genes, and secondly, he knew that,
apart from a man as powerful as Cooper, there was no other man that could
restrain his unbelievable granddaughter!

Unexpectedly, Cooper had already fallen in love with someone else and had
sworn he would never marry Celine. He pretended to agree but had secretly
pushed Justin out to fulfil that duty.

Justin used to be a legend in the army as well; he had a very feminine face and
soft, tender skin, but his combat power was so strong that he won a couple of
martial competitions, and so the title, ‘King of Soldiers’, was given to him.

As soon as they met, Celine flirted with Justin, and that was how their story
began.

The day Old Master Fletcher learned that his granddaughter wanted to get
married, he jumped in joy and wanted to immediately marry her off. He was afraid
that when Justin realized Celine’s true nature, he would turn back on his promise
to marry her. Therefore, he put in the request for marriage to the upper
management, and by the second day, it was approved. They immediately
registered and had a military wedding!



It was a military wedding! Justin couldn’t back out even if he wanted to!

When Celine got married, all the girls in the army were seen crying—half of them
were crying tears of joy while the others were heartbroken.

As they looked at the two young girls that were teased by Celine, the two old
male idols regretted the reckless mistake they had made.

Back then, Sophia used to respectfully call Celine ‘sister’, but now, it was just
‘Cece’.

It is all over; they’ve gone over to the other side.

Probably because of her near-death experience, after she had recovered, Celine
had really started to let go of herself. She used to grow out her long hair, but now,
she couldn’t be bothered about it and shaved her head. She would dress up like
a young rascal and go around picking up girls of all ages.

Celine was definitely the black sheep of the Fletcher Family.

Almost overnight, gossips about Michael piled up as the entertainment weekly
magazines were all digging the dirt on him.

‘Taylor Murray was seen at well-known Bayside night club, arms around different
girls! His scumbag nature has been exposed!’

‘Taylor Murray chatting closely with two women at a bar—trouble in paradise?’

‘Taylor Murray suspected to be having an affair with a well-known influencer.’

…

Michael scowled as he read the news while drinking ginseng soup at home to
prepare for pregnancy.



He was just at home relaxing, and unexpected disasters were falling from the
skies.

Stanley hesitated before he spoke, “Aunt Celine, would you quickly teach me the
skills of picking up girls? I beg you, please!” Like a pitiful little dog, Stanley held
onto Celine’s thighs and looked at her with glittering eyes.

Celine organized a swimsuit party and invited over a group of swimsuit beauties.
She sat in Michael’s sports car and looked at the young and beautiful beauties
from afar, letting her down and having fun without restrictions.

This is how life is supposed to be!


